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Abstract 
The notion of rectifiable space is a generalization of the notion of a topological group. In 
the article it is shown that a rectifiable first countable Ti;, space is metrizable; different cardinal 
invariants are equal for rectifiable spaces. 
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1. Introduction 
Definition 1.1. A topological space X is said to be rectijiable or a space with recti@able 
diagonal provided that there are a surjective homeomorphism !P: X’ + X’ and an 
element e E X such that 7rt o !P = 7rt and for any CC E X the equality @(x, CIZ) = (:t, e) is 
fulfilled, where xi : X’ + X is the projection to the first coordinate. We call the mapping 
@ a recti$cation of X, the element e is a right unit element (we clarify the origin of this 
name below). Local basis at a point e E X is denoted by B(e). 
It is clear that any topological group G is rectifiable by means of the mapping 
@(:L, r~) = (:c, ZUJ-‘). Rectifiable spaces turn out to be a good generalization of topo- 
logical groups; a number of theorems on topological groups (see [3,6]) remain valid for 
rectifiable spaces. For instance, we show that a rectifiable first countable space is metriz- 
able; furthermore, for rectifiable spaces different cardinal invariants coincide: n-character 
is equal to character, r-weight is equal to weight, pseudocharacter equals to diagonal 
number and so on. 
It is easy to see that rectifiability is preserved by any Tychonoff products. 
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The notion of rectifiability was introduced at the seminar of Prof. Arhangel’skii at 
Moscow State University (see [5,12,13]; centrilizable spaces by Shapirovskii in [ 111) in 
the form of a slightly different concept of centrilizable space. 
2. Preliminaries 
For completeness, we remind some notions here. Given topological space X a mapping 
f : X3 + X is said to be a Mul’tsev operation on X iff the identity f(~, 5,;~) = 
f(v, Z, 2~) = y holds for all .7:, y E X. 
A system < of nonempty open subsets of X is a n-base of X at a point x E X 
provided that for any open neighborhood U of n: there is V E [ such that V c U. The 
cardinal number min{r: there is a r-base < at Z, I[1 = T} is called the n-character 
of element x E X and is denoted by 7rX(~, X). r-character TX(X) of X is defined as 
the supremum of numbers TX(Z, X) for all 5 E X. A family [ of open subsets of X is 
called a 7r-base for X if every open set U c X contains some V E [. By ntu(X) is 
denoted the r-weight of X, the least cardinality of n-bases for X. The diagonal number 
n(X) is the minimal cardinality of a family of open subsets X x X the intersection of 
which is the diagonal A = {(xc, x) E X2: x E X}. Compact-covering number k(X) is 
the least cardinal of a family of compact subsets of X whose union is X. We say that 
X has a fixed point property provided every continuous mapping f : X + X has a lixed 
point. The other definitions see in [7]. 
According to Mal’tsev IS], an algebraic system is an object (A, flF, OF), where A is 
a nonempty set, 6)~ is a set of operations detined on A and 6’~ is a set of predicates 
on A. In [9] Mal’tsev defined a topological algebraic system as an algebraic system 
equipped with a topology such that all operations from fly are continuous with respect 
to this topology. 
It is clear that a rectifiable space X is homogeneous, i.e., for any x, y E X there exists 
an autohomeomorphism h of X such that h(z) = y. Uspenskii noted that rectifiable 
spaces admit Mal’tsev operation (see [ 12,131). But the Tychonoff cubes 1’ with infinite 
r are homogeneous nonrectifiable spaces admitting Mal’tsev operation, see Proposition 
4.1 below. Actually a rectitiable space has a more strong algebraic structure which lies 
closely to quasigroups and loops. 
The next statement is due to toban; for completeness we give its proof here. 
Proposition 2.1 [5,12]. A topological space X is rectifiable if and only if there are two 
continuous mappings p: X2 + X, q : X2 + X such that for any x E X, y E X and 
some e E X the next identities hold: 
P(? q(? y)) = q(W’(z, y)) = ?J, q(z,z) = e. 
Proof. At first, let p : X2 + X2 be a rectification, let p = 7r2 0 @-I, 4 = r2 0 pli, then 
q(z,p(z,y)) = 7r2 0 @(zJr* 0 @/-I (x, y)) = “2 0 !P 0 P-’ (z, y) = 7r2(5, !/) = Y 
and similarly for the other two identities. 
Conversely, given p and q as in the hypothesis we put P(z, y) = (z, q(z, y)), 
P-t (:I:: y) = (zc,p(z, y)). It is easy to see that !P is a required homeomorphism. 
For every vertical line {z} x X we have !P({zr} x X) = {z} x X, P-‘((5) x X) = 
{n:} x X. So, for any 1: E X the mappings y H 74 0 !+?(a~, y), y + 7r2 o V’(z, y) are 
self-homeomorphisms of X. 
We may consider p to be multiplication on X; further we sometimes write n:. y instead 
of p(:l:, y) and A. B instead of P(A x B) for A,B c X. Then q(x, y) is an element 
such that o: q(n:, y) = y; from 5. e = 5. q(z, z) = z and z. q(x, e) = e it follows that 
c is a right unit clement for X and q(z, e) is a right inverse for 2. Thus, a rectifiable 
space X is a topological algebraic system with operations p! q, 0-ary operation e and 
identities as above. Uspenskii in [ 131 showed that every compact topological quasigroup 
is rectifiable. Obviously every topological loop is rectifiable. 
Mal’tsev in [9] proved for a wide class of topological algebraic systems that their 
underlying topological spaces are regular. In fact, he proved this statement for topological 
loops, but it is enough to demand a space to be rectifiable. We give a proof here. 
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a rectijiable space, then X is regular: 
Proof. Let e be a right unit element of X and U E B(e). Since p(e, e) = e and p is 
continuous, there exist 01, 02 E B(e) such that p(Ot x 02) c U, then for V = 01 n 02 
we have (e,e) E p(V x V) c U. 
Let 3: E V. Since q(x, IT) = e, then there is 0 E 23(e) satisfying q(z ‘0, x) c V. The 
set 2:. 0 is an open neighborhood of 5, hence (zr. 0) n V # 8, 2. y = v for some y E 0, 
‘11 E V. So, we have 
2: = (2: y) q(2z. y, 2;) E 2, v c p(V x V) c u 
and V c U, as required. 
3. Main results 
Construction 3.1. Let X be a rectifiable space, let e be its right unit element, X(e, X) = 
r and B(e) = {Ua: cy < 7) be a base at e. For LY < 7 
IV:, = V’(X x Ucy) 
is an open neighborhood of diagonal A c X2, W, = W,!J n (-WA) is a symmetric open 
neighborhood of A, where -I%‘; = {(y, z) E X2: (5, y) E WA}. For z E X, 01 < r 
we put VCx(:c) = {y E X: (z,y) E W,}; then {Va(x): cy < T} is a base at z E X. We 
show that for any z E X, any open U, 2 E U there is a < r such that 
IV, n (l&(:x) x X) c u x u. (*I 
Really, since @-‘(z,e) = (x,x) and 9-l is continuous, we find 0,~ < r such that 
S-‘(V,(z) x U,) c U x U, there is U, C Up n U,, then Va(xz) C V,(x) and finally 
we have 
w, n (V&r) x x) c WA n (V&r) x x) = p-‘(V&r) x uLy) c u x u, 
as required. 
The next theorem is a generalization of a well-known result for topological groups and 
of coban’s theorem, who proved under the same conditions that X is a Moore space. 
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a rectiJablc, ,first cauntuble To spuce. Then X is nletrizablr. 
Proof. Let a(e) = {U,,: n E w} be a base at e E X and I+‘,,, I&(.x) for z E X be as 
in the construction. Then V,, = {Vi(z): z E X} IS an open cover of X. We claim that 
{V,,: n E w} is a strong development of X. Given IC E X, open U 3 :C we take k E w, 
a neighborhood 0 of z and m. E w such that 
w, n (v,,(x) x x) c 0 x 0 c Wk n (Vk(x;) x X) c U x u. 
For z E St(Vrn(z),V,,) there are s, t satisfyin g z E V?,,(s), t E V,,,(s) n I&(x). Then 
(t,s) E W,,,n(V,,(z) xX) and s E 0 c Vk(z;). In the same way (s,z) E W’kn(Vk(x:) x 
X) c U x U, then z E U. Thus, we have n: E St(V,l(z),V7n) C U; hence {VT,} is a 
strong development of X. By a theorem of Arhangcl’skii [I] X is metrizable. 
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a rectifiable space, then the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) TX(X) = x(X); 
(2) ‘U,(x) = d(X) . X(x); 
(3) w(X) < k(X). x(X); 
(4) ifX is locally comnpact, then w(X) = k(X) x(X); 
(5) 7rw(X) = w(X); 
(6) G(x) = A(x). 
Proof. (1) X is homogeneous, so it is enough to show that xX(e,X) = X(e,X). The 
inequality < is clear. Let [ be a n-base at e E X, then we claim that the family 
{‘I(B, B): B E <} ” s b . 1s a ase at e. Given an open neighborhood U of F, we find as in 
Proposition 2.2 an open neighborhood V of e and B E < such that q(V x V) c U and 
B c V, so we have 
e E q(B x B) c q(V x V) c U, 
as required. 
(2) The inequality w(X) 3 X(X).d(X) is clear. For <, let T = X(X) .cl(X)> Y c X, 
Y be dense in X, IY( = r and a(e) = {Ua: CI < T} be a base at e. We show that 
a = (7~. U,: y E Y, U, E B(e)} IS a base for X. Let n: be an arbitrary clement of X 
and let U be its neighborhood. We choose U, E a(e), an open set 0 and /3 < r such 
that z E 0 and 
W, n &(x) x X) c 0 x 0 c @-‘((2:. Un) x u,) c u x u. 
Since yj(z;) is an open neighborhood of 2, there is z E Y n V,(x), then (z, 3;) E 
14~~ I- (V$(z:) x X). At the same time 
V,(z) c 0 c p(z, Vcy) = f l_J, c u. 
Hence, :c E z . U, C U, as required. 
(3) Let C be a family of compact subsets of X such that UC = X and /Cl = k(X). 
For B E B(e), K E C and any z E K we take &J(Z) described in the construction 
3.1. There is a finite FB,K C K such that K C u{V~(z): z E FB,K}. We claim that 
D = U{FB,K: K E C, B E B(e)} ” d is ense in X. Really, for any x E X and its open 
neighborhood Ii there is such Be E B(e) that V~,,(xc) c U. From UC = X it follows 
that z E Kc) for some Kc, E C. It means that z E V,,(d) for some d E FB,,,K,,. The 
following statements are equivalent: 5 E VB,)(~), (d, z) E WB, and d E V,,(x). So, we 
see that d E D n VB,, (II:) c D n U. Evidently ID\ 6 k(X) . X(X) and (3) follows from 
(2). 
(4) Let D be dense in X, U E 23(e), z E: X; then by the construction above there is 
(Y < r such that W, n (Va(x) x X) c !P-‘((z U) x U). There is y E Va(z) n Y. For 
z E Vn(y) we have 
(j/, 2) E I<, n (I&(x) x x) c 9-‘((55. U) x u), 
i.c., z E ~(71, U), n: E l&(y) c p(Y x U). We have shown that X = Y. U. Taking 
U E B(e) with il compact, we obtain X = D . U = D ??. 
(5) From (1) and (2) and the relation d(X) < 7r7u(X) it follows that 7u(X) = d(X) 
x(X) < irW(X) 7rX(X) = 7rW(X). 
(6) It is easy to see that $(X) < A(X). Conversely, let n{Vn: (IY < 7) = {e}. Then 
the family < = {!P’(X x Va): (Y < 7) consists of open neighborhoods of the diagonal 
Aandn<=A. 
Theorem 3.4. !f X is a TI rectijiable space of point-countable type, then x(X) = t(X). 
Proof. In [10,2] it is proved that for Hausdorff X of point-countable type xX(X) = 
t(X). Then by Theorem 3.3(l) we have X(X) = t(X). 
As proved Uspenskii in [12,13], compact rectifiable spaces are dyadic. For a dyadic 
space X the equality 711(X) = t(X) holds (see [4]). It also follows from Theorems 3.3(3) 
and 3.4. 
4. Examples 
Uspenskii noted in [131, that the 7-dimension sphere 5’ is an example of a compact 
rectifiable space, which does not admit topological group topology. One may equip S’ 
with the structure of a rectifiable space using multiplication of Cayley numbers. One 
could think that if space X is a homogeneous retract of a compatible group then X 
lies near to the class of topological groups and that it might be rectifiable. The Hilbert 
cube I” (as all the Tychonoff cubes I’, T 3 w at all), as shows Proposition 4.1, is not 
rectifiable, while it is a retract of its free topological group F(X). It is known that I’ 
has a fixed point property (for w see [7, 7.4.21(b)]). 
Proposition 4.1. Let X he a topological spuce with /X/ > 1 arld has a fised point 
property. Then X is not rectijiable. 
Proof. The condition that X has a fixed point property is equivalent to the next one: 
for every continuous mapping f : X + X its graph r(f) = ((2, f(z)): .7: E X} c X’ 
meets the diagonal d C X2. Suppose X satisfies both conditions and is rectifiable. For 
a right unit element e E X and for any b E X \ {e} we have p-‘(X x {e}) = d and 
hence @-‘(X x {b})nn = 8. Since 9-‘(X x {b}) 1s evidently a graph of a continuous 
mapping, our assumption fails. 
I would like to thank Professor A.V. Arhangel’skii for setting up the problems and for 
encouraging this work. 
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